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FY 2022 Fast Facts

NSF By The Numbers
The National Science Foundation 
(NSF) is a $9.5 billion independent 
federal agency created by Congress 
in 1950 to promote the progress 
of science; to advance the national 
health, prosperity, and welfare; 
to secure the national defense. 
NSF’s vital role is to support basic 
research and researchers who 
create knowledge that transforms 
the future.
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$6,099,000
Invested in Michigan

Businesses

$45,081,000
Invested in STEM 

Education in Michigan

$177,277,000
Invested in Fundamental 

Research in Michigan

$229,092,000
Total NSF Awards

to Michigan
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NCSES
According to the National Center for Science and 
Engineering Statistics (NCSES), which is housed in NSF,
Michigan ranks 6th in the nation for total R&D 
performance. Visit Michigan’s science and engineering 
state profile to learn more!

Learn More
CHIPS & SCIENCE – The CHIPS and Science Act’s investments 
in the U.S. National Science Foundation will help the United 
States remain a global leader in innovation. Implementation 
of this legislation will be key to ensuring that ideas, talent and 
prosperity are unleashed across all corners of the nation. For 
more information, please visit NSF’s CHIPS and Science website.

RESEARCH SECURITY – NSF is committed to safeguarding 
the integrity and security of science and engineering while 
also keeping fundamental research open and collaborative. 
NSF seeks to address an age of new threats and challenges 
through close work with our partners in academia, law 
enforcement, intelligence and other federal agencies. By 
fostering transparency, disclosure and other practices that 
reflect the values of research integrity, NSF is helping to lead 
the way in ensuring taxpayer-funded research remains secure. 
To learn more, please visit NSF’s Research Security website.

CONNECT WITH NSF – For more information on NSF’s impact 
in your state, please contact NSF’s Office of Legislative and 
Public Affairs at congressionalteam@nsf.gov.

Expanding the Frontiers of Science
NSF’s Innovation Corps (I-CorpsTM) Hubs form the operational backbone of the National Innovation Network, 
which consists of universities, NSF-funded and other researchers, established entrepreneurs, local and regional 
entrepreneurial communities and federal agencies. The I-Corps Hubs work collaboratively to build and sustain 
diverse and inclusive innovation networks across the country. Through its national and regional training 
programs, I-Corps Hubs trains researchers to bring promising ideas from the laboratory to the marketplace. 
The Great Lakes Region Hub is led by the University of Michigan in partnership with other institutions in 
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri. Deep technology researchers from across 
Hub member institutions will be recruited to explore commercial opportunities for their scientific discoveries 
and identify potential pathways to market. The Hub will connect these projects to the people, organizations and 
resources needed to complete the development and scale the impact of the discoveries.

STEM Education
NSF’s CyberCorps® Scholarship for Service (SFS) is a scholarship program designed to recruit and train the 
next generation of information technology professionals to meet the needs of the cybersecurity mission for 
federal, state, local and tribal governments. Following graduation, scholarship recipients are required to work 
in cybersecurity for a federal, state, local or tribal government organization for the same duration as their 
scholarship support. Oakland University’s CyberCorps SFS program is addressing the shortage of cybersecurity 
professionals in Michigan and across the U.S. by preparing highly qualified cybersecurity professionals for entry 
into the government workforce. 

Regional Innovation Engines 
The NSF Engines program envisions fostering flourishing regional innovation ecosystems across the country, 
providing a unique opportunity to spur economic growth in regions that have not fully participated in the 
technology boom of the past few decades. The NSF Engines program uniquely harnesses the nation’s science 
and technology research and development enterprise and regional-level resources. NSF Engines can catalyze 
robust partnerships rooted in scientific and technological innovation to positively impact the economy within 
a geographic region, address societal challenges, and advance national competitiveness. Find potential NSF 
engines in your state.
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36.43% of Michigan’s higher education 
degrees are concentrated in S&E fields.

6.04% of Michigan’s workforce are employed
in S&E occupations.

13.48% of Michigan’s total employment 
is attributable to knowledge - and 
technology - intensive industries.

Infrastructure
The University of Michigan is home to the NSF 
Zettawatt-Equivalent Ultrashort Pulse Laser System 
(ZEUS) facility, which upon completion in 2023 will 
operate the most powerful laser in the U.S. and will 
provide unique and world-leading capabilities for 
scientific research.
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